
(01 June 2022) New York, NY – Ariel Partners, a leading IT firm offering Agile and Enterprise Coaching,
Training, and Consulting, announced that they have partnered with Kanban Zone, a visual collaboration
platform that provides effective Kanban best practices and solutions that connect work processes across an
organization.  Ariel Partners supports executive management and senior leadership in monitoring large-scale
efforts by tailoring agile practices to allow for better planning, governance, and developing realistic estimates
and forecasts. Ariel recommends KanbanZone for students of their Kanban classes as an excellent way to
get started, particularly for non-IT groups.

Kanban Zone is a company in Arizona committed to software and methods for organizations to continuously
improve productivity and unleash the full potential of an organization.  As a Kanban Zone Partner, Ariel
Partners have forged a partnership to work with organizations and agile coaches creating solutions that align
with company goals and leadership.   

“A fantastic Kanban tool for multi-team coordination. Kanban Zone is extremely intuitive and easy to use and
has incredibly responsive support. The “mirror” feature is a powerful way to show what another team is
doing. Highly recommended!” – Craeg Strong, CTO of Ariel Partners 

Starting immediately, Ariel Partners now offers public Kanban Zone training courses using lean visual
portfolio management.  Students work through Kanban practices that enable full collaboration across all
levels of a business organization.  Kanban Zone enables leaders to visualize complex value streams,
connect every workflow to achieve complete process transparency, and continuously access metrics and
analytics to improve performance.  

“Kanban Zone has now become an essential tool for running my business. It has helped us organize all our
projects and our teams to better collaborate. This solution is much more flexible and customizable than most
we have seen. Great tool!” – Jerome Guidollet, CEO of Tuango Inc.
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Ariel Partners is a woman-owned digital services company located in New York City, which offers a full range of
solutions to help clients optimize resources and achieve mission objectives. WOSB and M/WBE certified, Ariel was
founded in 2010 with ISO 9K, 20K, 27K, CMMI-DEV/3 & CMMI-SVC/3. Their expertise is in Technology Consulting,
Lean Management, and Agile transformation firm with a special focus on Human-Centric Design, DevSecOps, Kanban,
Flight Levels, and large-scale Agile governance.

https://kanbanzone.com/partners/ariel-partners/
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